<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Date of Death</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Thomas Barham</td>
<td>06-11-1864</td>
<td>01-31-1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eula Daniel Barham</td>
<td>09-09-1869</td>
<td>10-13-1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph T. Barham</td>
<td>11-26-1908</td>
<td>06-06-1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Rebecca Barham</td>
<td>05-18-1907</td>
<td>06-02-1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nell Barham Marks</td>
<td>10-17-1889</td>
<td>03-23-1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W/O Rev. R.H. Marks</td>
<td>03-24-1989</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clara Holt Barham</td>
<td>11-13-1900</td>
<td>03-24-1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Thomas Barham</td>
<td>11-04-1833</td>
<td>04-01-1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucy Jane Harding Barham</td>
<td>11-21-1842</td>
<td>07-13-1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dashland Daniel Barham</td>
<td>09-07-1891</td>
<td>09-16-1949</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*There is also a stone for him in Capron Cemetery.
SIMMONS CEMETERY

LOCATED ON 733, SOUTH OF CAPRON, OFF OF 653, TO THE LEFT OF CLARKE FOX'S HOUSE IS A TINY CEMETERY. CEMETERY IS IN VERY POOR CONDITION. COPIED BY JOANNE FOX - FEB. 2003.

DR. J.N. APPLEWHITE  SUE WILLIAM APPLEWHITE
1866 - 1941  1877 - 1947

MARY LOUISA APPLEWHITE
19 YEARS OLD

EDWARD L. SIMMONS
09-1823
10-13-1849

EDWARD PALL SIMMONS
03-1848
06-26-1851
ADAMS CEMETERY

LOCATED WHEN YOU TURN OFF OF HWY 58 AT ADAMS GROVE TO THE LEFT, OU WILL CONTINUE STRAIGHT DOWN THAT ROAD, CROSS THE RAILROAD TRACKS, KEEP STRAIGHT ACROSS A CREEK, DEEP DOWN THE ROAD FURTHER UNTIL IT RUNS SORT OF INTO A "T". TAKE A RIGHT ON #612 UNTIL YOU COME TO SOME FARM LAND ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE ROAD THAT HAS A CHAIN ACROSS AN EMBANKMENT. TO THE RIGHT OF THIS CHAIN IS A SMALL PATCH OF THIN WOODS, TAKE THE PATH TO THE BACK AND EAST OF THE OLD HOMEPLACE FOUNDATION. LOOK FOR THE CEDAR TREES.

COPYED BY SUSAN HANBY - FALL 2002.

MARTHA D. ADAMS
09-30-1834
08-21-1885
WIFE OF WILLIAM T. ADAMS

PATTIE ADAMS ROUX
02-11-1862
12-11-1889
WIFE OF A.F. ROUX

W.T. ADAMS
DIED
DEC. 21, 1891
72 YEARS OLD
JOHNSON CEMETERY

LOCATION ON FULLER'S MILL ROAD, 1/4 MILE PAST CHAPMAN'S LUMBER COMPANY IN AN OPEN FIELD ON THE RIGHT, MARKED BY A BIG CEDAR TREE AND HOLLY TREE IN SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA. PROPERTY OWNED BY MARGARET WILSON SMITH MURRAY. IT'S THE OLD FRANK JOHNSON FARM.

COPIED BY EDWARD AND MELANIE JOHNSON. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION GIVEN BY JOSEPH B. JOHNSON, JR. MARCH 2003

JOHN WESLEY JOHNSON
12-23-1854
06-13-1906
S/O NEWIT AND SUSAN
BEALE JOHNSON

MARTHA JANE SMITH JOHNSON
1858 - 1933
D/O BURRY SMITH

INFANT TWINS
1892
C/O JOHN WESLEY AND
MARTHA JANE SMITH JOHNSON

FRANK WALTER JOHNSON
06-1860
11-1928
S/O NEWIT AND SUSAN
BEALE JOHNSON
H/O ROSA LEE SPENCER JOHNSON

JAMES WESLEY JOHNSON
09-10-1918
08-18-1919
S/O JOSEPH BENJAMIN AND
SALLIE MORRIS JOHNSON

NANCY T. GRAY
07-18-1858
02-09-1913
D/O NEWIT AND SUSAN BEALE JOHNSON
*STONE ALSO IN BEECHWOOD CEM., BOYKINS, VA.

THERE MAY BE OTHER GRAVES
WORRELL CEMETERY

LOCATED ON FULLER'S MILL ROAD IN SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VIRGINIA. IT HAS A PARTIAL FENCE. THE STONES ARE IN GOOD CONDITION. LOCATED IN A GROVE OF CEDAR TREES ACROSS THE ROAD FROM CHAPMAN LUMBER COMPANY.

COPYED BY TRUDY BAUGHAM GUNN AND RONNIE SMITH

INFANT
DAUGHTER OF
W.C. & I.L.
WORRELL
BORN AND DIED
03-16-1813
GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN

WASHINGTON COLA.
SON OF
HENRY & SALLIE
WORRELL
09-28-1888
10-22-1916
OUR HOME IS LONELY WITHOUT THEE
WE MISS THEE EVERYWHERE
WE HOPE TO MEET THEE IN HEAVEN
AND BLESSINGS WE SHALL SHARE.
(CLASPING HANDS ON TOP)

LILLIE M. WORRELL
1882  AGE 72 SOUTHAMPTON CO., VA.
11-25-1954 BOYKINS, VA.
D/O HENRY CLAY AND
SALLIE VICK WORRELL
SISTER OF ROXIE AND LUTHER E. WORRELL
UNMARRIED
S-TN 12-02-1954

INFANT
SON OF
LEVY AND EFFIE VICK
10-20-1903
10-23-1903
WE WILL MEET AGAIN

JULIA ANN WORRELL
07-15-1841
02-20-1904
NOT LOST BLESSED THOUGHT
BUT GONE BEFORE
WHERE WE SHALL MEET
TO PART NO MORE
WORRELL CEMETERY CONT

EFFIE JANE VICK
WIFE OF LEVY VICK
12-18-1885
05-16-1916
(CLASPING HANDS ON TOP)

DOUBLE STONE
FATHER MOTHER
HENRY CLAY WORRELL SALLIE VICK WORRELL
01-31-1861 08-05-1849
01-26-1918 05-09-1929
SWEETLY SLEEPING
RAIFORD CEMETERY

LOCATED ON THE OLD RAIFORD FARM, NOW (2003) OWNED BY HENRY J. HICKS; 14185 APPLETON ROAD, WHICH IS BETWEEN CORINTH FRIENDS MEETING AND BEULAH LAND AME CHURCH. DRIVING FROM BEULAH LAND TO CORINTH THE DRIVEWAY TO THE FARM IS ON YOUR RIGHT. YOU TAKE A DIRT ROAD ABOUT A 1/4 MILE UP TO THE HOUSE. WHEN IN FRONT OF THE HOUSE, YOU WILL SEE A CLUMP OF TREES OFF TO YOUR RIGHT WHERE THE CEMETERY IS LOCATED. INFORMATION FROM BILL RAIFORD.

WILLIAM HENRY RAIFORD           MARTHA ELIZABETH RAIFORD RAIFORD
08-06-1843 VIRGINIA                         06-23-1842 SOUTHAMPTON CO., VA.
06-08-1909 SOUTHAMPTON CO., VA.                  06-20-1924 SOUTHAMPTON CO., VA.
S/O ALLEN AND DIZA                               D/O WILLIAM AND ELIZABETH
BAILEY RAIFORD                                  JENKINS RAIFORD
MARRIED 01-01-1866 SOUTHAMPTON CO., VA.
18TH VA. HEAVY ARTILLERY, CO.A, PVT
HENRY AND DOLLY RAIFORD ARE 1ST COUSINS; GCH/O PHILIP AND MILLIE JOHNSON RAIFORD.

MOODY ALFRED MUNFORD SR.                 SUSAN EMILY RAIFORD MUNFORD
03-25-1861 VIRGINIA                        11-22-1869 SOUTHAMPTON CO., VA.
11-31-1937 SOUTHAMPTON CO., VA.              11-18-1931 SOUTHAMPTON CO., VA.
S/O HENRY AND ELLEN                           D/O HENRY AND MARTHA
ELIZABETH                                     RAIFORD RAIFORD
BARNES DRAKE MOUNTFORD                        MARRIED 06-01-1885 ISLE OF WIGHT CO., VA.

MARY ELLEN MUNFORD                              
01-29-1888                                   
03-29-1905                                   
D/O MOODY ALFRED AND                         
SUSAN EMILY RAIFORD MUNFORD

MIRIAM ELIZABETH MUNFORD                          
02-17-1893 SOUTHAMPTON CO., VA.            
01-1902                                     
D/O MOODY ALFRED AND                         
SUSAN EMILY RAIFORD MUNFORD

GEORGE DEWEY MUNFORD                           
05-10-1898                                   
11-11-1918 CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.             
S/O MOODY ALFRED AND                         
SUSAN EMILY RAIFORD MUNFORD
NEHEMIAH MUNFORD
04-22-1900 SOUTHAMPTON CO., VA.
S/O MOODY ALFRED AND
SUSAN EMILY RAIFORD MUNFORD
TWIN OF SALLIE NAOMI MUNFORD

MATTHEW WADE MUNFORD
1933 ca.
S/O CARR HENRY AND
TEXIE ANNA UZZELL MUNFORD
GS/O MOODY ALFRED AND
SUSAN EMILY RAIFORD MUNFORD
LENOW CEMETERY

LOCATED SOUTH OF BERLIN, SOUTHAMPTON CO., VA. ABOUT A MILE DOWN ON HWY 616, ON THE LEFT HAND SIDE, IN A WOODED AREA NEXT TO THE ENTRANCE TO THE NEW SCHOOL. COPIED BY WILLIAM "BILL" KENNETH RAIFORD.

NOTES: HENRY LENOW, A FORMER OWNER, CAME FROM BERLIN, PRUSSIA. BERLIN, SOUTHAMPTON CO., VA. (AT ONE TIME A POST OFFICE) WAS NAMED BY HENRY LENOW. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FROM HERMAN BRADSHAW

IN MEMORY OF OUR FATHER
HENRY LENOW
04-26-1774 BERLIN, PRUSSIA
02-24-1833

OUR GOOD MOTHER
FRANCES HUGH SUMMERELL LENOW
02-21-1777
05-20-1850

OUR BROTHER
WILLIAM LENOW
07-09-1807
09-20-1828
CORNWELL CEMETERY

THIS INFORMATION CAME FROM AN OBITUARY AND IS LOCATED NEAR WAKEFIELD, IN SOUTHAMPTON CO., VA.
IF ANYONE CAN TELL US WHERE THIS CEMETERY IS LOCATED AND WHO ELSE IS BURIED THERE PLEASE LET US KNOW.

EVA MORRIS CORNWELL
1878 AGE 77
02-07-1955 SOUTHAMPTON CO., VA.
W/O EMMETT CORNWELL, WHO DIED MAY 1928
S-TN OBIT 02-17-1955, SECT 1, PG 7
DEAL CEMETERY

LOCATED ON CROSS KEYS ROAD ON HUGH VINCENT'S FARM. I BELIEVE IT WAS FORMERLY THE DEAL FARM. THIS IS A LARGE CEMETERY WITH A CHAIN LINK FENCE AROUND IT. POSSIBLY OTHER GRAVES. THERE IS GROUNDHOG DAMAGE.

COPIED BY TRUDY BAUGHAM BUNN AND RONNIE SMITH

W.H. DEAL
05-08-1840
11-06-1916
ASLEEP IN JESUS
DEAL

ROBERT FLETCHER VINCENT
10-04-1869
06-01-1925
GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN

ANNIE DEAL VINCENT
09-15-1874
01-12-1955
HER MEMORY IS BLESSED

VINCENT

D/O WILLIAM HENRY AND CAROLINE BRYANT DEAL

GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN HER MEMORY IS BLESSED

VINCENT

D/O WILLIAM HENRY AND CAROLINE BRYANT DEAL
EPPS CEMETERY

LOCATED ON IVEY TRACK ROAD IN SOUTHAMPTON CO., VA.
SEE THE STAR ON THE ENCLOSED MAP. COPIED AND RESEARCHED BY SUSAN HAMBY

NANNY MAE IVEY EPPS
07-10-1875
02-12-1920
D/O LITTLETON W. AND
AMANDA ADAMS IVEY
W/O WILLIAM THOMAS EPPS

VIOLA MAE EPPS
04-04-1903
09-27-1903
D/O WILLIAM THOMAS AND
NANNY MAE IVEY EPPS
GRAY CEMETERY

LOCATED AT THE INTERSECTION OF OLD BRANCHVILLE ROAD AND SHILOH ROAD IN SOUTHAMPTON CO., VA.
COPYED BY KITTY LASSITER, FEBRUARY 2004

WILLIAM RICHARD GRAY, SR.  VIRGINIA CROWDER GRAY
09-29-1917             10-22-1917
07-10-2000             03-23-1995
HARRIS CEMETERY

LOCATED ON WALLER ROAD IN SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VIRGINIA
FARM NOW OWNED BY THOMAS GRIZZARD, JR.
THIS APPEARS TO BE AN OLD CEMETERY. I WAS TOLD IT WAS THE OLD LAURA HARRIS
FARM. THERE ARE NO MARKERS

PETE TURNER SAID HIS AUNT, ESTELLE TURNER, TOLD HIM SHE WENT TO HER UNCLE’S
FUNERAL THERE IN THE EARLY 1900’S.
INFORMATION GATHERED BY TRUDY BAUGHAM GUNN.

ELDRIDGE STORY
NO MARKER
NIBLETT CEMETERY

LOCATED ON HUGO ROAD IN SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VIRGINIA. MARKED BY LARGE MEGNOLIA TREES. THERE IS PART OF A FENCE UP. THE NIBLETTS LEFT THE AREA AND MOVED TO FRANKLIN BECAUSE OF THE YELLOW FEVER EPIDEMIC.

RELATIVE - PEGGY JOHNSON
COPYED BY TRUDY BAUGHAM GUNN

J.FRITZ NIBLETT
1886 - 1904

ROBERT H. NIBLETT
1891 - 1913

JUNIUS CALVIN
1847 - 1920

HARRY FRANCIS NIBLETT
1894 - 1936

MARGARET HOLLAND NIBLETT
1858 - 1939

HORACE J. NIBLETT
1896 - 1900

RUTH S. (NIBLETT)
BABY
NO DATES
(STONE HAS CHERUB ON TOP)

STEVENSON NIBLETT
CLEVELAND NIBLETT
1893 - 1893

JOHN R. NIBLETT
1892 - 1895

EDWARD LEE NIBLETT
1890 - 1907
FULLER CEMETERY

LOCATED OFF OF VICKS MILLPOND ROAD. LAND NOW OWNED BY CHIP AND LINDA FLETS. THE CEMETERY IS KEPT CLEAN.
POSSIBLY OTHER GRAVES
COPIED BY TRUDY BAUGHAM GUNN.

SARAH
DAUGHTER OF
W.H. & M.A.
FULLER
12-28-1898
01-15-1899
GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN

MARINA A.
WIFE OF
W.H.FULLER
10-31-1864
DIED 12 ----
A WIFE DEVOTED KIND AND TRUE
(STONE IS BROKEN)

INFANT
DAUGHTER OF
H.S. & B.L.
BRYANT
02-10-1913
02-14-1913
(LEAF ACROSS THE TOP)
PORTER CEMETERY

LOCATED ON PORTERHOUSE ROAD IN SOUTHERNPORT COUNTY, VIRGINIA. VERY GROWN UP WITH BRIARS. ONLY ONE STONE LOCATED PROBABLY OTHER GRAVES.
COPYED BY TRUDY BAUGHAM GUNN

IN MEMORY OF
RICHARD PORTER
03-18-1801
03-02-1855
WORRELL CEMETERY

LOCATED ON CLARKSBURY ROAD IN SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VIRGINIA ON RICKS FARM. NEAR THE CORNER OF A PINE THICKET WITH A FENCE AROUND IT; ON THE FENCE "THE STEWART IRON WORKS, CINCINNATI, OHIO"
COPYED BY TRUDY BAUGHAM GUNN AND JENNY BAUGHAM.

WILLIAM LEWIS WORRELL
01-15-1872
08-09-1950
AT REST
(CONCRETE SLAB)

ZULEIKA SEYMORE WORRELL
01-21-1872
03-24-1945
AT REST
(CONCRETE SLAB)

WORRELL
1817
07 ----
(BRICKS COVERED WITH CONCRETE)
BAUGHAM CEMETERY

LOCATED ON GARRIS MILL ROAD IN SOUTHERN COUNTY, VIRGINIA, BEHIND A HOUSE TRAILER IN THE BACK CORNER OF A FIELD.
COPIED BY TRUDY BAUGHAM GUNN AND RONNIE SMITH.

ROGER LEE
BAUGHAM
1914 - 1917
(STONE - CROSS SHAPED AT THE TOP
WITH A HARP ETCHED IN THE STONE)

H.A. BAUGHAM
1857 - 1917
WORRELL CEMETERY

LOCATED ON OLD PLACE ROAD ON SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VIRGINIA. THE CEMETERY IS IN POOR CONDITION. THIS IS A LARGE CEMETERY WITH ONLY ONE STONE. POSSIBLY OTHER STONES.

COPIED BY TRUDY BAUGHAM GUNN AND GARY BAUGHAM.

IN LOVING REMEMBRANCE OF
W.E. WORRELL
11-03-1838
08-04-1926
JOHNSON CEMETERY

LOCATED ON WALLER ROAD IN SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VIRGINIA. THE CEMETERY IS ENCLOSED WITH AN OLD CHAIN LINK FENCE. IT IS VERY GROUN UP AND HAS GROUNDHOG HOLES.

COPIED BY TRUDY BAUGHAM GUNN AND GARY AND RICKY BAUGHAM.

H.T. JOHNSON
06-28-1882
*NOTE: ALL THE N'S ON THIS TOMBSTONE ARE BACKWARDS.

NEXT THREE UPRIGHT STONES ARE NICE BUT HAVE NO INSCRIPTIONS. THEY ARE ENCLOSED WITH THREE CEMENT BORDERS

PATTIE E. JOHNSON
03-27-1878
05-07-1937
(SLAB)

J.J. JOHNSON
09-08-1861
05-22-1931
(SLAB)

SALLIE J.
WIFE OF J.J. JOHNSON
12-01-1867
09-18-1902

H.P. JOHNSON
AGE 2 YEARS
(STONE IS DOWN)

J.J. JOHNSON
INFANT
NO DATES
(STONE IS DOWN)

SUSIE PARSON
02-08-1872
02-12-1936
(SLAB)
DRAKE - SMITH CEMETERY

LOCATED ON BURNT REED ROAD IN SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VIRGINIA.
ALL STONES ARE DOWN, LOCATED IN A COW PASTURE, ON A KNOLL, IN A GROVE OF
CEDAR TREES, NEXT TO A MOBILE HOME.
COPIED BY TRUDY BAUGHAM GUNN, CAROL BAUGHAM FERGUSON, GARY, DEBBIE, AND
JENNY BAUGHAM.

EULIA SMITH
WIFE OF H.L.SMITH
06-09-1892
07-11-1911
GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN

HENRY ROY DRAKE
SON OF H.H. AND NELLIE DRAKE
09-28-1916
09-28-1916
(DOVE ON TOP)

MY HUSBAND
HARRY DRAKE
05-10-1897
01-05-1922

MILDRED MAY DRAKE
DAU. OF H.H. AND NELLIE DRAKE
09-07-1915
11-28-1915
(DOVE ON TOP)

INFANT DRAK
DAUGHTER OF H.& N.V.DRAK
02-18-1912
02-19-1912
(DRAK IS ON THE STONE)

ALEX R. SMITH
SON OF B.F. & LU SMITH
09-17-1889
01-01-1910
WE WILL MEET AGAIN

FATHER
BENJAMIN F. SMITH
10-24-1838
02-03-1920
GO AND DWELL WITH HIM ABOVE
HAPPY IN THE SAVIOR’S LOVE.
JOYNER CEMETERY

THIS INFORMATION CAME FROM AN OBITUARY AND IS LOCATED NEAR HUNTERDALE, IN SOUTHAMPTON CO., VA.
IF ANYONE CAN TELL US WHERE THIS CEMETERY IS LOCATED AND WHO ELSE IS BURIED THERE PLEASE LET US KNOW.

SARAH VIRGINIA JOYNER (MISS MINNIE)
1875 AGE 81
06-27-1956
D/O ELISHA J. AND
INDIANNA BRACEY JOYNER
UNMARRIED
S-TN OBIT 06-28-1956
WILLIAMS CEMETERY

LOCATED AT THE JUNCTION OF 658 (BARROW ROAD) AND 609 (POPE STATION ROAD, ALMOST ACROSS FROM 656 (BRYANT'S CHURCH ROAD) BACK IN THE WOODS IN SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VIRGINIA. THIS FARM ONCE BELONGED TO DR. AND MATTIE VINCENT WILLIAMS. MATTIE'S BROTHER STARTED THE TOWN OF CAPRON. THE FENCE AROUND THE GRAVES IS TURN OF THE CENTURY BLACK MEDAL SPIKES. DR. WILLIAMS MUST HAVE PUT UP THE CEMETERY FOR HIS FAMILY. HE AND MATTIE MOVED TO CHARTLOTTESVILLE, VA. AND ARE BURIED THERE. FARM NOW BELONGS TO TRENT AND JOANNE FOX.

COPIED BY TRENT AND JOANNE FOX - MARCH 2004

FIRST FENCED IN AREA:

GENEVRA E. WILLIAMS
DAU. OF
F.E. AND P.E. WILLIAMS
JAN. 25, 1871
SEPT. 18, 1873

JACOB S. WILLIAMS
SON OF
F.E. AND P.E. WILLIAMS
NOV. 11, 1863
JAN. 13, 1867

2ND FENCED IN AREA:

IN MEMORY OF
MY FATHER
JACOB WILLIAMS
MAY 10, 1780
FEB. 17, 1826

IN MEMORY OF
MY MOTHER
RACHEL WILLIAMS
MAY 1, 1800
JUL. 25, 1827 (OR 29)

THERE IS ALSO ONE GRAVE STANDING OUTSIDE THE FENCES:

MY LOVING WIFE
LUREENA JONES
APR. 1888
NOV. 21, 1929
BEALE CEMETERY

LOCATED 20398 PEETES CHURCH ROAD, ON THE JAMES W. GASKINS PROPERTY NEAR CAPRON, SOUTHAMPTON CO. VA.
THERE MAY BE MORE UNMARKED GRAVES HERE.
INFORMATION PROVIDED BY TOM AND VIVIAN ZARUBA, JAN. 2004

WILLIAM HENRY BEALE  MARGARET JANE VELVIN BEALE
09-08-1836  01-1838
10-08-1921  11-27-1922
S/O ALLEN AND NANCY  D/O HENRY J. AND NANCY
WORRELL BEALE  FERGUSON VELVIN

WILLIAM JETHRO BEALE
05-26-1870
01 29 1925
S/O WILLIAM HENRY AND
MARGARET JANE VELVIN BEALE

ANTIONETTE ADALAIDE VELVIN
10-11-1854
07-15-1925
D/O ROBERT J. AND MARY STORY VELVIN

NANCY ANETTA VELVIN BITTLE
01-28-1840
11-14-1927
D/O HENRY J. AND NANCY
FERGUSON VELVIN
SPIVEY CEMETERY

THE OLD SPIVEY CEMETERY ON THE LEE SPIVEY PLACE IS ABOUT A MILE FROM BERLIN ON THE BERLIN - DORY ROAD. IT IS ABOUT 9/10S OF A MILE OFF THE BERLIN/DORY ROAD ON THE NORTH SIDE. THERE ARE LOCKED CABLES IN TWO PLACES ACROSS THE DIRT ROAD TO THE ELEY SPIVEY PLACE. THERE IS SAID TO BE ABOUT 50 PEOPLE BURIED THERE. THE CEMETARY IS 90 FEET SQUARE AND HAS CORNER MARKERS. IT ONCE HAD A WIRE FENCE, BUT IT HAS BEEN TAKEN DOWN. THERE WERE NO GRAVE STONES UNTIL RECENTLY PUT UP BY FAMILY.

COPYED AND INFORMATION BY JOHN SPIVEY

GILBERT A. SPIVEY, CSA
BORN MARCH 19, 1843
DIED APRIL 9, 1862
S/O JEREMIAH JORDAN AND JERUSHA LOWE SPIVEY

JEREMIAH JORDAN SPIVEY, JR., CSA
BORN MAY 13, 1840
DIED APRIL 12, 1912
S/O JEREMIAH JORDAN AND JERUSHA LOWE SPIVEY

HARRIET EUGENIA HART SPIVEY
BORN 1841
DIED OCTOBER 1873
D/O WILLIAM JR. AND ANN B. HART SPIVEY
FIRST WIFE OF JEREMIAH JORDAN SPIVEY, JR.

ALMIRA JUDSON SPIVEY
BORN 1836
DIED JUNE 18, 1909
D/O WILLIAM JR. AND ANN B. HART SPIVEY
SECOND WIFE OF JEREMIAH JORDAN SPIVEY, JR.
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SIMMONS, EDWARD PALL-VIII-2
SMITH, ALEX R.-VIII-22
SMITH, BENJAMIN-VIII-22
SMITH, EULIA-VIII-22
SPIVEY, ALMIRA JUDSON-VIII-26
SPIVEY, GILBERT A.-VIII-26
SPIVEY, HARRIET SPIVEY-VIII-26
SPIVEY, JEREMIAH, JR.-VIII-26
STORY, ELRIDGE-VIII-14
VELVIN, ANTOINETTE A.-VIII-25
VICK, EFFIE JANE-VIII-6
VINCENT, ANNIE DEAL-VIII-11
VINCENT, ROBERT F.-VIII-11
WILLIAMS, GENEVRA E.-VIII-24
WILLIAMS, JACOB-VIII-24
WILLIAMS, JACOB S.-VIII-24
WILLIAMS, RACHEL-VIII-24
WORRELL, HENRY C.-VIII-6
WORRELL, INF. DAUGHTER-VIII-5
WORRELL, INFANT SON-VIII-5
WORRELL, JULIA ANN-VIII-5
WORRELL, LILLIE M.-VIII-5
WORRELL, SALLIE-VIII-6
WORRELL, UNKNOWN-VIII-18
WORRELL, W.E.-VIII-20
WORRELL, WASHINGTON-VIII-5
WORRELL, WILLIAM LEWIS-VIII-18
WORRELL, ZULEIKA S.-VIII-18
APPLETON ROAD – RAIFORD – 7
BARROW ROAD – WILLIAMS – 24
BERLIN/DORY ROAD – SPIVEY – 26
BURNT REED ROAD – DRAKE – 22
CLARKSBURY ROAD – WORRELL – 18
CROSS KEYS ROAD – DEAL – 11
FULLER’S MILL ROAD – JOHNSON – 4
FULLER’S MILL ROAD – WORRELL – 5
GARRIS MILL ROAD – BAUGHAM – 19
HUGO ROAD – NIBLETT – 15
HUNTERDALE – JOYNER – 23
HWY #733 – SIMMONS – 2
HWY #612 – ADAMS – 3
HWY #616 – LENOW – 9
IVEY TRACK ROAD – EPPS – 12
MAIN ST., CAPRON, VA. – BARHAM – 1
OLD BRANCHVILLE ROAD – GRAY – 13
OLD PLACE ROAD – WORRELL – 20
PEETES CHURCH ROAD – BEALE – 25
PORTERHOUSE ROAD – PORTER – 17
VICK’S MILL POND ROAD – FULLER – 16
WAKEFIELD, VA. – CORNWELL – 10
WALLER ROAD – HARRIS – 14
WALLER ROAD – JOHNSON – 21